
 

 

                       Naples  

Direction from Capodichino with GPS 

GPS units are available for sale at Naples NEX. These units are preloaded with both US and European road maps. Naples All 

Hand has a handy PDF of useful GPS coordinates. 

Direction to Capodichino: 

4.59’37”N 014 17 ’10” ‘E. Capodichino is relatively easy to get to, since you can just follow the signs for Capodichino 

Aereoporto Civile (Civilian Airport). When you get to the roundabout that leads to the terminal/Parking, make a right to head 

into the front gate. 

Direction to Support Site 

40.52”37”N014.17.10”E. (total approximate distance is 14 miles, NO TOLL): 

  From Capo: Exit the main gate and turn left at the round-a-bout. The round-a-bout is in front of the airport 

entrance. 

 At the next intersection, turn left. 

 Follow the green signs Autostrada A1 (For Roma/Bari/ Salerno). You will descend down onto the Autostrada and 

merge into the center lane or far left lane. 

 Go 2.1 miles and keep following Rome direction.  The tangenziale turns into the A1. Continue on the A1 for about 

5.5 miles and take the Pomigliano/ Villa Literno split. This will put you on the SS7 Bis Variante.  

 Go 4.5 miles on the SS7 Bis Variante and after an Agip is the exit for Gricignano/ Support Site exit. 

 Continue straight off the exit and follow the round-a-bout to the left. As you end the round-a-bout, the entrance to 

the Support Site in on your right. 

Direction to Carney Park: 

40.51’03”N 014.06’31”E (toll 0.95 euro, total approximate distance 12 Miles): 

 From Capodichino Base: Exit the main gate and turn left at round-a-bout. 

At the next intersection, turn right and IMMEDIATELY get into the left lane to exit down to the Tangenziale.  

 Continue on the Tangenziale for about 10.5 miles. You will go through 4 tunnels. After the last tunnel, you will exit at 

USCITA 12, POZZUOLI/VIA CAMPANA. 

 Once you reach the round-a-bout, get into the left lane so you won’t have to make the first right but you will take the 

second (you will see a brown sign for Carney Park).  

 Follow the road up to the hill and you will find a new intersection. Turn left following a new sign for the Carney Park. 

At the end of the road you will find the park. 

  

The Carney Park is an extinct volcano crater with recreation facilities , also features the Carney park” Circle of death” 

40.50’34”N 014.07’01”E9 (so called due to occasionally bad traffic, not fatal accidents!) which connects the Tang with 

Carney Park, the Quarto Ipercoop, or Via Solfatara Variante to Pozzuoli. 


